“quiet animal”
The Guggenheim Helsinki is located at the
southwestern edge of Helsinki’s South Harbour.
Our proposal takes the urban form of a Helsinki city
block rotated to the harbour edge to respect both
the familiar scale of the historic city grid and the very
specific surrounding waterfront condition.

between these and a membrane of textured glass
which wraps the entirety, like a collection of cells
within a living organism. This glass membrane is an
intelligent skin which precisely diffuses the Helsinki
daylight creating a visually calm interior whilst
transmitting to the city an intriguing sense of what is
happening inside.

Helsinki city blocks in the 1800s were named after
wild animals. Through the use of texture the proposed
new block will have the tactile familiarity of a pet’s fur.

Translucent at ground level, the glass membrane is
transparent toward its top, allowing light transmission,
and views through of the skyline beyond. The glass
has two scales of refractive texture, so is experienced
differently from near and far. The proposal is to use
industrialised Finnish craft techniques in the glass
manufacturing.

Two annexes and landscaping are proposed to
mediate the civic periphery and resolve transport and
delivery requirements.
The first is the “Art Kioski”, an exhibition and retail
space for young Nordic art with a bar and rooftop
restaurant, aligned with the city grid and twinned
with the historic market hall. The second is a services
pavilion, aligned to the waterfront, enclosing a gravel
sculpture garden at the southernmost edge of the site.
This pavilion can be increased in size to become an
additional ferry terminal. A future third annex in the
form of a ship, an “art cruiser” could dock at the ferry
terminal and the islands to the south.

Directly accessed via the side and top lit semiconditioned sculpture hall, the concept for the
galleries is a regular arrangement with lines of sight
between them and the retail and lecture theatre. They
are tall simple spaces with varying possibilities for
side and top lighting via the glass membrane and roof
lights, or completely artificial lighting. The ground floor
galleries can be opened up to form one super-space,
which enables a wide range of curatorial approaches.

The majority of the galleries are contained in six limewashed timber clad volumes which are stacked over
two levels. A seventh volume flanks these, containing
administrational programme and primary retail. Public
spaces including education and events are formed
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Two distinct staircases - one wide and convivial like at
Senate Square, and the other helical, similar to Aarne
Ervi’s Porthania, enable visitors to loop between ground
and first floor and return to their start without retracing
their path. The wider staircase is also used as an projection space for film events.
Aided by the “Art Kioski” the plaza on the northern side
of the museum is intended to be inhabited by outdoor
installations and events. The waterfront strip to the east
is designated as an area reclaimed for open public usage and as a route to the gravel sculpture garden to the
south of the site. Taking the new footpath to the west
allows the whole block to be circumnavigated.
Both new and timeless, The Guggenheim Helsinki will
be a completely unique and very public building. It will
be a new waterfront destination from the Esplanadi and
overseas, an elegant and functional addition to the city
and the Nordic art, architecture and design scene.
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